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SHARPTON URGES
AGGIES TO VOTE

.

The Rev. Al Sharpton spoke to Aggies during the Homecoming pep
rally about voting, legacies and
other topics PAGE 4

GREENSBORO
VERY LOW ON H20
Restrictions in place as water
levels in the city get dangerously
low. PAGE 4

WILDFIRES BLAZE
IN MALIBU
The most recent California wildfires have caused residents and
students to evacuate. PAGE 5

READY FOR A
CREDIT CARD?
Students are getting credit cards
but are they prepared for the
responsibility that goes along with
it. PAGE 6

NOT AS SMART AS
A WHITE PERSON?
One Nobel Laureate says black
people can't help not being as
smart as whites. PAGE 7

LUPE FIASCO
COMES TO A&T
Grammy nominated rapper Lupe
Fiasco dropped by Aggieland for a
meet and greet. PAGE 8

NEW RESTAURANT
COULD BE BIG
J. Butlers is a new restaurant in
Greensboro that could be around
for a long time. PAGE 9

THE KOBE DEBATE
CONTINUES
Sports writers debate whether the
Los Angeles Lakers star should
leave the team. PAGE 10

FLAG FOOTBALL
WINS TITLE!
There is a winning football team
at A&T but they don't play on
Saturdays. PAGE 11
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By MARVIN

Over

New Veterans

the past six years many high school and
college students have enlisted in the military
to gain educational benefits. For many, we
wonder what those benefits are and who is eligible. We
also wonder if there is a difference between enlisting on
campus or with a recruiter.
Many enlistees believe that the military will solve
their financial and educational dilemmas.
Servicemembers are entitled to $4,500 a year in tuition assistance while enlisted and up to $50,000 in the
Montgomery GI Bill funds after service, said Leroy

Mikell III, a junior print major from Columbia, S.C
Mikell, who is also the director of photography for
The A&T Register, served in the 82nd Airborne Division as a broadcast journalist. He is attending school on

the GI Bill.

The military also offers scholarships through ROTC,
said Capt. Allison Chisholm ofA&T's Air Force RTOC.
She said students interested in learning more about educational benefits should stop by Campbell Hall for information. "ROTC allows them to become officers,"
she said, and that translates into larger paychecks.
What is the GI Bill? President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed the Servicemembers' Readjustment Act of 1944,
commonly known as the GI Bill of Rights, into law on

BEYOND THE IRAQ WAR
America's NewVeterans (Part 2)
June 22, 1944
It has been said to be one of the most significant

pieces oflegislation ever produced by the U.S. government. It has helped millions of veterans with educational benefits.
The GI Bill is the focus ofarmed services educational

SEE VETERANS ONPAGE 2

Local police prepare for Greensboro businesses stand to
huge crowds this week make a killing off homecoming
Br STAGE BAILEY
CONTRIBUTOR

tent because there are so many
people on campus that there is
never enough security to have
Gome out, see, and be seen their eye on a particular section
at the greatest homecoming on ofthe campus," said Henry.
Earth hosted by A&T!
To aid in situations like this,
Every fall, family, friends, extra measures have been taken.
students and alumni fill the Over the years, law enforcecampus with smiles, cheers and ment and campus security have
of course that wonderful Aggie increased duringthis hectic time
Pride. With all attendants not to ensure the safety of Greensbeing A&T students or even boro residents and visitors. In
residents of Greensboro, it's response to the large population
important to know that you are there are several meetings that
safe while attending the festivi- occur in preparation.
ties.
One of this year's meetings
Every corner of Aggie Staoccurs Monday, said Resident
dium will echo with excitement Hall Officer Jason Holt. He says
as students, guests and alumni, that they [law enforcement] are
share memories of homecomusing "every resource at their
ings past, wait in line for fresh disposal." Such resources infood or simply await entrance to clude the Greensboro Police
an event.
Department, Corporate Police,
It's well known that crime University Police and even ofcan occur in broad daylight ficers from UNCG.
if certain precautions are not
Teamwork is a must when
taken. So, can A&T students it comes to making sure the
feel safe during this time of community is safe and that all
year when "everybody and their events are carried out in an ormomma" comes out to show derly fashion.
their Aggie Pride?
For the celebrities, a mixture
Akeema Henry, a senior marof Greensboro security and perketing major from Wilmington, sonal security is provided said
has been attending A&T's Holt, he said The Greensboro
homecoming for three years. Police Department that they
She says that homecoming is doesn't work as closely with
the best time ofthe year. When A&T security as UNCG's poasked if she felt safe with all the lice, but they do work in pretty
extra people on campus.
close proximity.
"I feel safe to a certain exSEE SECURITY ON PAGE 2

By ELIZABETH GLADDING

CONTRIBUTOR

The entire Greensboro
community is feeling the A&T
homecoming spirit. Around the
city,A&T homecoming is being
advertised as the "The Greatest
Homecoming on Earth!"
This weekend from Oct. 26
to Oct. 28 the Aggie family
will be celebrating 81 years of
Aggie Pride. Soon the aroma of
fresh food and tailgaiting will

fill the air, you will see a throng

of smiles and people embracing, you will hear the vibrating
sounds of the Blue and Gold
Marching Machine and the undeniable pride that is in each
heartfelt "Aggie Pride!"
Shuttle services will be provided to the Aggie Stadium
from the Sheraton Hotel, J.
Douglas Galyon Depot, Davie
Street Parking Deck and Bellemeade Street Parking Deck
between the hours of 7 a.m. to

6 p.m., transporting people every 20 minutes to and from the
campus.
Along with the range of
homecoming events, many of

A&T's alumni will enjoy the
reunion of old friends around
the city, the booked hotels
and crowded malls to hourlong waits at restaurants. A&T
Homecoming has become
widely known as an attraction
SEE HOMECOMING ONPAGE 2

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&T REGISTER
Pep Rally Monday night. The Greatest Homecoming on Earth started Oct. 19 with theGospel
Showfeaturing Tye Tribettand ends Oct. 28. For more Homecoming events check the OnThe Yard/Off TheYard section onPage 2.
AGGIE STUDENTS get hype at the Homecoming
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ON THE

YARD
DAY

The military promises to take care of their
veterans after they've servecL.are they?
VETERANS From page 1

Founder's Day Program
Harrison Auditorium
10 a.m., Free

benefits. There is a GI Bill for active
duty personnel and for veterans.
Active duty personnel must serve

DAY
MissA&T Coronation
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m., Free

THE A&T REGISTER

two years to qualify for the GI Bill
benefits. There are differentrules for
different jobs, Mikell said. Reservists must serve six years to qualify.,
Chisholm said that the GI Bill is
automatically offered to those who

are enlisted and that Air Force and
Army ROTC students are eligible for
scholarships.
For information, call (336)
334-7707(Air Force ROTC) or (336)
334-7979 (Army ROTC).
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SECURITY
From page 1

DAY
"Careers in Mass Communication
and HowTo Prepare forThem"
Crosby 215
4 p.m.,Free

DAY
Football vs. Bethune-Cookman
Aggie Stadium
1:30 p.m., Free w/ Student ID

DAY

Issues occur not only on campus,
but offcampus as well. In the opinion
of Greensboro Special Events Manager April Harris, the biggest problem is traffic. Measures being taken
to resolve this problem are extensive
numbers of year-round plan groups,
highway patrol officers, and shuttles
to take visitors to A&T's campus
from various places in Greensboro.

Estimates of the homecoming population range from 35,000 to nearly
50,000 people.
OfficerHolt explained that people
should be aware of their surroundings and says that safety is number
one. "Being patient," is something
that attendants should keep in mind
said Harris.

Alongside the preparations taken
by law enforcement and campus security, one must be sure to take action for themselves.
According to a campus source,

"The people in attendance greatly
overweigh security." Signs posted in
residence halls and throughout campus suggest using the buddy system,
never walking alone, keeping personal items close and knowing who
to to call in case ofan emergency.
The number for campus security
is (336) 334-7675. For more serious
concerns, call 911.
Homecoming is and should be an
exciting time ofthe year. Do you part
to help make this greatest (and safest) homecoming on Earth!
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Madden 2008 Tournament
Memorial Student Union
2:30 p.m.

FACULTY ADVISER: Emily Harris
NEWSROOM
Offices: New Classroom Building A328
Box E-25,1601 E. Market Street, Greensboro, NC 27411;

DAY
Apollo Night Auditions
Memorial Student Union
Room 214
7 p.m

336-334-7700
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DAY
Bone Marrow Drive
Memorial Room
5 p.m.

OFF THE

YARD
DAY

Fashion Show
Couture vs. Verge
Carolina Theatre
<Address>
7 p.m., $7 w/ Student ID

BASKETBALL JONESI GOT A BASKETBALL JONES... CorbettSports Center is one of the top atmospheres in all of college basketball. The season preview hitsstands
next Wednsday. Everyone that is half as excited as I am is IN FOCUS this week.

THURSDAY

ing this year than last year."
He said they expect it to be
real busy this week.
From page 1
At their neighboring hair
in the city of Greensboro. As salon, Studio ,10, Cedrick Hart
a result this has made "The said that they stay real busy;
Greatest Homecoming on especially right before homeEarth" one of the top revenue coming. Last year Studio 10
makers for the city.
opened for 24 hours at homeDenise Marble, a group coming time. This year they
reservation manager at the will stay open Friday from 9
Sheraton Greensboro Hotel, a.m. to midnight and will be
said, "We get prepared for a closed, the day of homecomfun day."
ing.
Marble handles the bulk of
"We have some staff from
homecoming reservations and the two Durham Studio 10 lomakes sure special requests cations coming down during
are carried out. Room rates are homecoming so we can have a
normally $172 per night, howfull staff," he said.
ever for homecoming they ofMost businesses in Greensfer group rates starting at $130 boro know they must be preto $140 per night, not includpared for a lot of people during suites.
ing Homecoming eventful
According to Marble, the weekend. Regardless of any
Sheraton Hotel was already weather, the Aggie family
booked for this year's event continues to reunite each year
after last year's homecoming.
to a place they all call home;
"When employees start Greensboro at A&T.
working here the first thing
Shante Holiday, a new
we tell them is about A&T manager at Charlotte Russe'
homecoming weekend," said women's clothing store in Four
Marble.
Seasons Town Centre, said
Marble added that the A&T they are starting to pick up a
homecoming crowd is one of lot more business on Thurstwo groups that bring in the days, Fridays and on into the
most money to the city from weekend.
the hotel. Marble said that of
Although starting her emtheir A&T crowd approxiployment in May 2007, Holimately 85 percent are alumni, day said she has been made
10 percent are non-alumni and fully aware ofhow busy busi5 percent are city locals that ness can get nearing homecoming weekend.
want to participate in the fun.
Aside from having someAside from hair and clothwhere to sleep, one must look ing, you must also consider
the part for homecoming. Othgetting something to eat and
er than maybe the big game, finding somewhere to party.
some festivities require you Greensboro restaurants and
to dress to impress. Reunitnight clubs also accumulate
ing with old friends and collarge profits from the weekleagues is one reason to buy a end's affair.
new outfit and show off a new
On Oct. 14, 2005, the
hairstyle.
Greensboro News & Record
Shopping malls, hair salons, estimated that the city of
barber shops and restaurants Greensboro would generate
feel the draft ofthe homecomrevenue of approximately $12
ing spirit blow through then- million from A&T homecomfacilities.
ing.
Horace Harris, head ofGate
This would include everyCity barber shop on Market thing from the gas stations,
Street said, "Business has got- restaurants to department
ten busy earlier for homecom- stores

HOMECOMING

Live Music
Two Art Chicks
609 S. Elm Street
9 p.m., S5

DAY
Homecoming Step Show
GreensboroColiseum
7 p.m., $12.50 for Students

DAY

Homecoming Concert

Greensboro Coliseum
9 p.m., $20 w/ Student ID

DAY
Fall Harvest Celebration
The Shops at Friendly Center
3338 W. Friendly Ave.
Free All Day

DAY

The A&T

-

Lecture: Mark Gottsegen
Pollock or Not: A Tale of Hubris
and Monkey
Weathersppon Art Museum
1000Spring Garden St.
230 p.m., Free

DAY

OctubafestTubaBand Concert
UNCG School of Music Building
7:30 p.m., Free

The A&T

REGISTER
is looking for
talented, dynamic
individuals to join
our family.
Hit us up and
we can go
from there...

jobs@
ncatregister.com

WEEKLY REWIND PODCAST
FREE on iTunes
(Search: A&T Register)

TheA&TRegister is published every Wednesday during thefall
and spring semesters by students at North Carolina A&T State
University. One copy isavailable free of charge to all readers.
Additional copies of the newspaper may be picked up at the
Register's office (subject to availability). All subscription requests shouldbe directed to theBusiness department.
TheA&T Register has a weekly circulationof 5,000 copies oncampusand is a memberofThe Associated Press, The Associated
CollegiatePress andTheBlack College Wire.

2101 Pyramids Village Blvd. Suite 106
Greensboro, NC 27405
(336) 375-7008(P) (336) 375-7055(F)

UliOSErV

imAgE

Th# Beat Urban Hip Hop S«or«

E. Con* BLvd.

Do you need to get fresh for homecoming?
At IHUSen

C NOMt i

Ual-Mart

image, you can choose from a

variety of the top hip-hop brands and gear up
for homecoming. We carry thelatest fashions and trends
Men's, Women's, Boy Apparels, Shoes, Suits, Accessories, Bags, Hats

TADAMS

Your image, your choice...

That's your CHOsen Image

Celebration of the Homecoming day Event
Clearance Sale and A&T Student Special (w/ student ID)
5% off over $50
10% off over $150
15% off over $200
(except clearance items) Through Oct. 27

CHOsen Image
Clearance Sale and A&T Student Special (w/ Student ID)

5% off over $50
10% off over $150
15% off over $200
(except clearance items)

PRICmTERHOUsFQOPERS Q

� Amy

c-tv/

The Firm now playing on Channel 2.

*connectedthinking

© 2007 PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP. All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers"refers to PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP (a Delaware limited liabilitypartnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopersglobal network or other
member firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity, "connectedthinking is a trademarkof PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (US). We are proudto be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Greensboro very low on H20
Restrictions in place as city water
levels get dangerously low
sure washers shall be permitted
or introduce water into ornamental
With little to no rain in the fountains, pools, ponds, etc;
summer and past few months, Restaurants are not allowed to
serve water unless customers
many counties in North Carolina, including Guilford, have request it.
During the Oct. 2 City Counissued mandatory water restrictions. Currently the city of cil meeting, Water Resources
Greensboro has about 140 days Director Allan Williams said
ofwater left.
additional restrictions should
Greensboro is in stage TIB help reduce consumption by
several million gallons per day.
of the level two water restrictions which include; No vehicle But still what will the state do
washing, except at commercial when we run out of water and
car washes. Parts of vehicles how will it affect students at
may be washed if required by A&T?
Out of 100 counties in N.C,
law; No washing of outside areas such as streets, sidewalks, 86 are going through extreme
parking lots, buildings, homes, or exceptional drought condietc. However, commercial pres- tions; these are the two most se-

Br MARVIN POWELL
CONTRIBUTOR

to operate; don't operate

vere of the state's five drought
categories.
"We have to act now to
avoid running out of water,"
said Governor Mike Easley,
when addressing the annual
conference of the North Carolina League ofMunicipalities.
"I need all 8.5 million North
Carolinians chipping in and
minking about this issue and
water conservation every single day."
Easley continued, "We're all
in this together. It can't be done
(only) in the capital; it can't be
done just at city hall. It has to
be done in every business and
every home in this state."
Water conservation plans
are all that the state has issued
in result to the drought, but if
dryness persists, then other
methods will have to be put in
place.
The governor of Georgia
has already asked the president

to declare northern Georgia a
federal disaster area. He also
asked the president to declare
85 counties as federal disaster
areas. N.C. and other states
may soon have to follow.
It has been evident thatA&T
has been conserving some water, by not watering the grass,
and cutting offthe fountain behind the student union.
Even with these strides, it is
important that all Aggies work
to conserve water and only use
what is needed. This will help
save potential cost in the future, especially for off-campus
students who have to pay for
water.

With little rain in sight we
can only hope that water will
come soon. Hurricane season
usually brings rain to the area,
but a light season on landfall
means that any precipitation,
without negative effects, could
benefit the area.

Staph infections cause for concern
Br SOPHIA DOWNNING
CONTRIBUTOR

A clean lifestlye may be the
key to avoiding deadly staph
infections and other bacteria.

Staph (staphylococcus aureus) is denned by The Center
for Disease Control and Prevention as common bacteria
carried on the skin or in the
nose of healthy people. Also,
staph is one ofthe most common causes of skin infections
in the United States. Sometimes
staph appears as pimples and as
boils. The infection often looks
red or swollen. It produces pus
and drainage.
Another form of staph is
called MRSA which is resistant
to antibiotics. MRSA skin infections spread by close skin to
skin contact, cuts or abrasions,
contaminated items and surfaces, crowded living conditions
and poor hygiene.
Ashton Bonds, a Virginia
high school football player,
died from a staph infection

last week. When the infection
reaches the bloodstream, liver,
lungs and anywhere near the
heart, the infection may become deadly.
After his death, 22 schools
in Virginia were closed and
cleaned before students could
return. Staph infections are
spreading in schools all over
the world. Two days after
Bonds death, a New Jersey student was diagnosed with staph,
and two students in Richmond
told administration they might
have the infection.
Yvone Parks, who is the
nursing supervisor at Sebastian
Health Center, said they have
not sited any staph infections
as ofthis date.
According to CDC, there
are four ways to prevent staph.
"Keep your hands clean by
washing thoroughly with soap
and water or using an alcoholbased hand sanitizer. Keep cuts
and scrapes clean and covered
with bandages until healed.
Avoid contact with other peo-

ple's wounds or bandages.
Avoid sharing personal items
such as towels or razors. Hand
washing is vitally important.
Jevares Crockett, a freshman biology major from Charlotte, said he washes his hands
three times a day usually after
he eats and when he first gets
home from school.
"I think it is important to
wash my hands because it prevents bacteria and germs from
building up in my skin," said

ers are distributed frequently

to visitors upon entering the
health facility.
Other efforts to inform the
University and the community about prevention are done
through public service announcements, a monthly radio
show and a quarterly newsletter.
"During the months of October, November and December, we try to have ourmedical
physicians come on the radio
Crockett.
to discuss topics that relate to
At the beginning of the flu prevention ofinfections and flu
season, Sebastian Health Cenlike symptoms," said Stewart.
ter launched its hand washing
Staph occurs mainly in hoscampaign which will run until pitals and health care facilities,
March.
in people with weakened im"We take extreme measures mune systems. Another comto ensure that we are proactive mon area where staph spreads
in preventing any infections," is inside of gyms and locker
said Parks.
rooms. Those persons that are
Betty Young-Stewart, Se- at risk of catching staph are
bastian's assistant director for athletes, military recruits, chiloperating and compliance, said dren, Pacific Islanders, Alaskan
when students come in with flu Natives, Native Americans,
like symptoms, they are asked men who have sex with men,
to wear a mask. Hand sanitiz- and prisoners.

CAMPUS POLICE BLOTTER
B&E/Larceny
10/22/2007,8:22 a.m,
Hines Hall
A female staffmemberreported that someone had
stolenseveral computers. The estimatedtotalloss is
$3800. There wereno signs offorced entry. There are
no witnesses or suspectsat this time.

Disturbance
10/22/2007,9:48 p.m.
Riverwalk Apartments
A femalestudentreportedhaving a loud argument
withanother female student. There were no criminal
charges. There wereno injuries. There is victimand
suspect information.

Harassment
10/22/2007,1:25 p.m,
Marteena Hall
A female studentreported thata male wasmaking
harassing phone calls and communicating threats.
Criminalcharges are pending. There is victimand
suspect information.

B&E/Larceny

10/22/2007,6:00 p.m.
Riverwalk Apartments
Three malestudentsreported thattheir vehicles were
broken in toanditems wereremoved. The estimated
totalloss is $ 1255.There weresigns offorced entry.
There wereno witnesses orsuspects at thistime.

Assault
10/22/2007,5:00 p.m.
McNair Hall
A female studentreported thata male studentassaultedher. Criminal charges were issue. There wereno
injuries. There is victimand suspect information.
Found Property
10/22/2007,8:30 p.m.
Moore Gym Lot
A male staff memberreported finding a walletwith a
small amount ofmoney. Theestimated total amount
found is $7. The wallet was seizedand secured into
evidence. There is victiminformation.
' Compiled by TiffanyAdams
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REV. AL SHARPTON speaks candidly with Aggiesduring the homecoming pep rally about a
numberofissues including voting, legacy and taking advantage of the college experien

Sharpton challenges
Aggies to leave legacy
BvAASIYATOWNSELL
NEWS EDITOR

Gold t-shirts were worn, athletes cheered on cheerleaders
and the Rev. Al Sharpton, the
featured speaker for the pep rally, kicked offthis week's homecoming events.
Aggie Mania was hyping up
the crowd while students were
waiting patiently for the Sharpton to make his grand entrance
to the stage.
SGA Chief ofStaff Matthew
Green, SGA was the opening
speaker while Chancellor Battle
made his few remarks to the
mass.

Following the opening remarks, SGA President David
Street, introduced Sharpton on
stage with an endearing speech
ofhis own that showed his compassion for A&T.
Pleased by his opening
speaker, Sharpton shared his
views on "a crumbling society"
in the black community, while
Aggies listened attentively.
"Wehave arace problem and
we must deal with the fact that
we are dealing with a technological world," he said.
Sharpton expressed his views
on how the federal system is still
not in favor of the black community and how black people
are not taking enough action to
make a difference in their communities.
"In order to lead black people, you have to love your people," he said.
He also stressed the need for
black people voting, due to all
the mishaps that are happening
with the government and how
it's affecting the morale of the

community.

Pep rallies are usually a time
where people are gathered together excited about the upcoming events and organizations are
recognized. People would perform and the crowd would get
hype.
For this pep rally there were
more things in-store as students
got a taste of political enlightenment and self-evaluation of
how they view themselves in
society.

However, some students
thought Sharpton's speech was
a too political for a pep rally,
while others still felt that it was
the best part ofthe rally.
"He gave us a nice little
speech and the best part was
how students should vote," said
Derek Yelverton a construction
management, major.
Students gave Sharpton a
standing ovation as he left the
stage.

The marching band then
stomped their way through the
gym playing tunes that lifted
the crowd spirits and made student's move.
Golden Delight and the
Aggie Cheerleaders showed
their moves to each beat that
dropped.
"I got up to the music and
snapped a little, it was very
entertaining," said Chymere
Hayes, a freshman print journalism major.
The DJ also contributed to
the crowd's movement on the
gym floor. As the pep rally progressed, the athletic teams were
introduced along with other performances from Blue Reign and
A&T student recording artist J.
Gunn.

An el Hands Home Care
We Provide:

• Respite Care
• Personal Care Services
• Private Duty Nursing and CNA Care
• Community Alternative Programs (CAP)
• Home Infusion Nursing
• Statf Relief
• Homemaker/Companion Services
• RNs, LPNs, CNAs, CMAs
• Physical Therapy

(336) 375-8288

2722 North Church Street • Suite E
Greensboro, NC 27405
www.nursesandangels.com

Discounted admission with
A&T ID on Oct. 25th, 29th and 30th
(336) 286-9396
5601 N. Church Street
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Is light skin the right skin?
BvKAl BEASLEY
BLACK COLLEGE WIRE

A majority ofAfrican American students polled at a Midwestern university say lighter
complexions are more attractive
than darker ones, according to a
study conducted by researchers
from two Louisiana schools.
The results, taken from a
sample of 100 students, indicated that 96 percent ofthe men
preferred a medium to light
complexion in women while 70
percent of women found light
skin ofvalue in men.
This latest analysis ofmating
preferences explored a number
of probable causes, all of which
were rooted in the "colorism"
prevalent from slavery through
the 1960s, where lighter skin
typically meant more privilege.
The results were published in
2006 in the journal Race, Gender and Class.
Ashraf Esmail, a sociology
and criminal justice professor
at Delgado Community College in New Orleans, and Jas M.
Sullivan, an assistant professor
of political science and African
American Studies at Louisiana
State University, conducted the
study.
According to Sullivan, its
purpose was to test whether
the color line continues to be a
problem for the African American community.
"We know that there has been
a preference for lighter skin in
the past as a result ofracism,"
said Sullivan, "but we really
wanted to know whether or not
that preference still exists in the
21st century."

The researchers asked 50
African American men and 50
African American women, all
students at a large Midwestern university, to participate in
semi-structured interviews. The
university was not named in the
study and Sullivan declined to
provide the name for this story.
The students were all between 18 and 19 years old with
complexions ranging from light
to dark. Each subject was shown
pictures of light, medium and
dark-skinned men or women
from fashion magazines and
asked to rate the images based on
attractiveness. In addition, each
respondent was asked questions
about their mating preferences
in terms of skin color and about
the value of skin color in the African American community.
One reason for the difference in answers between African American men and African
American women, according to
the authors, is that women tended to take more characteristics
into account, such as lips, hair,
eyes, height and style of dress,
when determining a man's attractiveness.
The interviews pointed to
slavery and a social stigma attached to darker skin.
"I think that people are valued for their light skin," said
one student. "You can take this
theory way back to the house
slave mentality. I think a lot of
people, because that was valued, were taught to value light
skin. I think it is still an ongoing
type ofthing, and society really
has not lost that altogether."
Both men and women cited
media as a driving force in the

preference for lighter skin,
"When you talk to a guy,
he thinks that he wants a perfect girl he sees on the videos.
Usually, the women portrayed
in the videos are light-skinned
and have long hair," said one
respondent.
Still, another participant argued that African Americans
don't divide themselves based
on light and dark complexions.
Rather, the greater issue is color
prejudice in the United States as
a whole.

"Black people just see all
black people as black no matter if they are light or dark. If
you have any black in you, the
black community considers you

Is your bottled water better then tap?
The collegiate public truly trust bottling companies
like Coca-Cola® and PepsiCola® to deliver the purest
forms of drinking waters,
while the water provided by
local governmental plants is
frowned upon.
It seems that this generation has no ethical concerns
of the effects from buying
these delightful bottles of
water. Economical and environmental concerns arise
when it comes to purchasing
bottled water from your local
convenient store.
According to statements
from Mayor Rocky Anderson of Salt-Lake City, Utah,
consumers spend more than

$11 billion dollars a year on
bottled water, purchasing water
from regions outside ofthe U.S.,
such as Norway and Fiji.
The emissions from shipping
and tracking such precious water add to the carbon foot printings and a buildup of greenhouse gases of the ecosystem.
"Nine out of 10 bottles end up
at landfills instead ofrecycling
companies," said mayor Ander-

thought why
not just buy a
filter for your
tap.

Victor

Davidson

savmg money

and resources.
Thirty million bottles are dis- PUR and Brita are some ofthe
carded daily leading to 20 billeading home filters in the marlion bottles thrown away a year. ket. Prices for filters are not exThese numbers are climbing at pensive with pitchers starting as
a disturbing rate as consumers low as $10 to faucet mounts as
continue to ignore the effects of low as $20. So just think of all
their water choices. Considerthe things that provide you with
ing all ofthese occurrences with one bottle of water.
son.

black."

The Ross study indicated
that only 16.4percent ofwomen
would prefer to date a person of
a lighter complexion and 16.8
percent ofwomen would wantto
marry a person with light skin.
The study showed that 33.3 percent of men preferred to date a
person ofa lighter complexion
and 38.3 would prefer lighter
skin in a marriage partner.
Taken together, the research
by Esmail and Sullivan and the
earlierresearch byRoss indicate
that colorism does have some
impact on the African American
community.
Esmail and Sullivan concluded that, "Further research
in this area is needed. Clearly,
colorism continues to plague the
African-American community
and we must first accept that
claim and begin to find solutions that would ameliorate the
superiority oflight skin color to
dark skin color."

Want to write? jobs@ncatregister.com

Wildfires spread through San Diego
for a fire."

Bv GILLIAN FLACCUS
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Faced with
unrelenting winds whipping
wildfires into a frenzy across
Southern California, firefighters conceded defeat on many
fronts Tuesday to an unstoppable force that has chased
an estimated 1 million people
away.

Unless the shrieking Santa
Ana winds subside, and that's
not expected for at least another day, fire crews say they
can do little more than try to
wait it out and react — tamping out spot fires and chasing
ribbons of airborne embers to
keep new fires from flaring.
"If it's this big and blowing
with as much wind as it's got,
it'll go all the way to the ocean
before it stops," said San Diego
Fire Capt. Kirk Humphries.
"We can save some stuff but
we can't stop it."
Tentacles of unpredictable,
shifting flame have burned
across nearly 600 square miles,
killing one person, destroying
more than 1,600 homes and
prompting the biggest evacuation in California history, from
north of Los Angeles, through
San Diego to the Mexican border.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger said theflames were threatening 68,000 more homes.
"We have had an unfortunate situation that we've had
three things come together:
very dry areas, very hot weather and then a lot of wind,"
Schwarzenegger said. "And so
this makes the perfect storm

In Rancho Santa Fe, a suburb north ofSan Diego, houses
burned just yards from where
fire crews fought to contain
flames engulfing other properties. In the mountain community of Lake Arrowhead, cabins and vacation homes went
up in flames with no fire crews
in sight.
"These winds are so strong,
we're not trying to fight this
fire," said firefighter Jim Gelrud, an engineer from Vista,
Calif. "We're just trying to
save the buildings."
More than a dozen wildfires
blowing across Southern California since Sunday have also
injured more than 45 people,
including 21 firefighters. The
U.S. Forest Service earlier reported a fire death in Los Angeles County's Santa Clarita area,
but officials said Tuesday that
information was erroneous.

The fires also forced the
evacuation of more than
350,000 houses, most ofthem
in San Diego County. With the
area's average household size
of 2.6 people, that means the
evacuation could encompass
nearly 910,000 people.
Bush,
President
who
planned to visit the region
Thursday, declared a federal
emergency for seven counties,
a move that will speed disasterrelief efforts.
The sweeping devastation
was reminiscent ofblazes that
tore through Southern California four years ago, killing 22
and destroying 3,640 homes.
The ferocity of the Santa
Ana winds in 2003 forced

crews to discard theirtraditional strategy and focus on keeping up with the fire and putting
out spot blazes that threatened
homes.

More than 200 homes
burned in Lake Arrowhead and
Running Springs, fire officials
said.
At least three times in the
past two days, fire crews have
been forced to "pull off, and
wait for things to calm down"
because of danger, said San
Bernardino National Forest
Ranger Kurt Winchester.
Weather conditions only
grew worse, with temperatures
across Southern California
about 10 degrees above average. Temperatures were in the
90s by mid-afternoon and wind
gusts up to 60 mph were expected in mountains and canyons.
In the San Diego suburb of

Del Dios, fire completely destroyed one home but seemed
to touch other items at random. Two lawn chairs and an
umbrella were left in a burnt,
melted heap on the patio. But
behind the house, neara murky
brown swimming pool, two
chaise lounges and a four-foottall decorative fountain survived unscathed.
J.C. Playford, an evacuee
from the nearby community of
Ramona, surveyed the damage
and wondered whether his own
home was still standing.
"I've got two reports, one
person told me it's gone, and
one person said it's still there,"
he said, "So I have no idea."
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Chemical and Mechanical
Engineering Majors
Explore your possibilities with Rohm and Haas
Monday, October 29th, 7 to 9 p.m.
McNair Hall faculty lounge
Refreshments and Prizes
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Buying a
simple filter
can remove an
array ofdifferent chemicals
found in your
local tap water
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Credit cards aren't for everybody
By ALANAV.ALLEN

CONTRIBUTOR

The biggest mistake college students make is opening
a credit card account and not
understanding the responsibility ofhaving one.
Most students are targeted at
the age of 18 when credit card
companies start mailing preapproved cards. Another way
college students are lured into
signing up for credit cards is
flyers that advertise free food
but in reality it's just a credit
card scheme.
Constance Wall, is someone
most people hate to see on their
caller ID. She is known as the

"Bill Collector", but her professional title is a Collections
Customer Service Associate at
Citi Financial.
She advises students who
do have credit cards to always
pay on time, and if your limit
is $500 never go pass the half
way mark.
Also, if you can only pay
the minimum payments; make
an effort to pay offthe interest.
This can help you get the balance down and maintain your
credit

BUSINESS BLURBS
SEATTLE (AP) — Web retailer
Amazon.com Inc. said Tuesday
that its third-quarter profit more
than quadrupled as shoppers
around the world bought more
books, music, electronics and
other goods than they did in the
same period a year ago.
After pushing shares over
$100 in regular trading before
the earnings announcement,
investors sold heavily after the
bell, pulling the stock back toward $90 as concerns over the
company's gross margins ap-

•

The most common mistakes
"It's not about how many
students make is missing just cards you have and what's in
one payment. Missing a payyour names, its all about being
ment can make your APR (anresponsible and paying your
nual percentage rate) go up bebills on time," said Wall.
tween 29.9 to 32.9 percent.
The one thing I tell my acWhen you miss payments, count holders is a day late, a
it goes to the credit bureau and dollar Short, you get a $29 late
it makes it harder after college fee."
when you want to apply for a
Sierra Gore, a senior fashion
loan for a house or a car.
merchandising major, is also a
Credit card companies pay Customer Service Associate at
close attention to how long the JCPenny's. She feels that reaccount has been open, your tail credit cards are the worse
cards to get because stores try
payment history, how many accounts you have, and if there various tactics on persuading
customers
are some that's over the limit.
Another thing to pay close
For example, employees ask
attention to is the fine print; customers to sign up for a card
there are credit cards who to receive 50% offon theirpurcharge $59 annual fees to your chase, and sending out coupons
account.
in the mail to card holders to
parently overshadowed the billion in sales
otherwise strong quarter.
Sales on the company's U.S.
Earnings for the quarter and Canada sites rose 42 perended Sept. 30 skyrocketed to cent in the quarter compared
$80 million, or 19 cents per with a year ago, and internashare, from $19 million, or tional sales improved 40 per5 cents per share, during the cent. The company said changsame period last year.
es in foreign exchange rates
Those results beat the exthroughout the quarter boosted
pectations of analysts polled sales by $75 million, accountby Thomson Financial, who on ing for about 3 percent of the
average forecast a profit of 18 overall sales increase.
cents per share.
In North America, sales of
Revenue climbed 41 percent electronics, toys, baby items,
to $3.26 billion from $2.31 bil- jewelry, apparel and other "soft
lion in the year-ago quarter. goods" rose 54 percent comAnalysts had predicted $3.14 pared with a year ago.

Chemical and
Mechanical
Engineering
Majors
Explore your
possibilities with
Rohm and Haas
Monday, October 29th
7 to 9 p.m.
McNair Hall
(Faculty Lounge)
Refreshments and Prizes

use their card to get $ 15 off.
"If you have a credit card
and you know can't afford to
buy the clothes you want, don't
charge it to your account because more than likely if you
can't pay for it then you can't
pay the bill at the end of the
month," said Gore.
Justin Young, a junior sports
management major, is a credit
card holder but he is determined
not to go into debt. He chose to
research what card was best for
him and how high the interest
rate was.

Remember that credit is not
cash because if you don't have
it in your bank account; how do
you expect to pay it off?
Credit cards trick you into
believing you have all these
great benefits and bonus points
to your account but one mistake can take all of that away.
No one is perfect and credit
card companies prey off ofthat
waiting for their chance to get
you" said Young.
Having a credit card is about
responsibility and understanding your finances.
It can never be stressed
enough that your credit is your
life life so always pay on time.

White House slashed CDC
Senate testimony on climate
change health impacts
By H. JOSEF HEBERT

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House severely edited
congressional testimony given
Tuesday by the director of the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention on the impact ofclimate change on health, removing specific scientific references
to potential health risks, according to two sources familiar'with
the documents.
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director
of the Atlanta-based CDC, the
government's premier disease
monitoring agency, told, a Senate hearing that climate change
"is anticipated to have a broad
range of impacts on the health
ofAmericans."
But her prepared testimony
was devoted entirely to the
CDC's preparation, with few
details on what effects climate
change could have on the spread
of disease. Only during questioning did she describe some
specific diseases that likely
would be affected, again without elaboration.
Her testimony before the

ATLANTA (AP) — UPS' growth
in the fourth quarter, which inSenate Environment and Pubcludes the Thanksgiving and
Christmas holidays, will be its
slowest in four years due mostported a 3.7 percent increase in
ly to weak U.S. retail sales, the third-quarter profit on a modest
world's largest shipping carrier rise in sales.
said Tuesday.
While it said its earnings proIn particular, the Atlanta- jection for the year will be in line
based company expects to with previous projections, the
deliver more than 22 million company said it expects slowing
packages on its peak shipping retail sales will restrain U.S. doday of Dec. 19, which would mestic volume growth.
be flat with last year's peak
Chief Financial Officer Scott
day, spokesman Norman Black Davis said retail sales growth is
said.
"a wild card" heading into the
The news came as UPS re- holiday season, which is typically

lie Works Committee had much
less information on health risks
than a much longer draft version
Gerberding submitted to the
White House Office ofManagement and Budget for review in
advance ofher appearance.
"It was eviscerated," said a
CDC official, familiar with both
versions, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of
the sensitive nature of the review process.
The official said that while
it is customary for testimony to
be changed in a White House
review, these changes were particularly "heavy-handed," with
the document cut from its original 14 pages to four. It was six
pages as presented to the Senate
committee.
The OMB had no comment
on Gerberding's testimony.
"We generally don't speculate and comment on anything
until it is the final product," said
OMB spokesman Sean Kevelighan.
He added that OMB reviews
take into consideration "whether they line up well with the
national priorities ofthe administration."

...

UPS' busiest shipping period of
the year.
Analysts were mostly positive, as the latest quarter's results,
when one-time items are excluded, beat Wall Street expectations.
Company shares rose 55 cents to
close at $75.64 Tuesday.
UPS, earned $1.08 billion,
or $1.02 a share, for the three
months ended Sept. 30, up from
$1.04 billion, or 96 cents a share,
for the same period a year earlier.
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Conveniently building
the community
As children many of us
learned that it "takes a village
to raise a child." Do we even
know what that means any-

forcement
to back that
up it merely becomes
a game of
Jeopardy.
The
clicker has
potential to
be useful,
don't get

more?

Honestly, it would just be
"too much like right" to really
utilize this philosophy. I had
to sit back and simply survey
how three deadly words are
close to the root of the problem in the declining spirit of
our university.
Three deadly words destroy
the essence ofcommunity and
the philosophy that it takes a
village to raise a child. Those
three words, which have embodied themselves in the many
aspects of the university, are
ignorance, complacency, and
convenience.
What is interesting about
these three words is that ignorance builds off ofcomplacency and complacency builds
off of convenience, which inevitably all work against community. In fighting community
we continue to lose that connection that really helps drive
the essence ofAggie Pride.
Don't believe me? Look
around the evidence is astonishing. How many of us have
taken a ride on that merry-goround that you MAY get lucky
to get offknown as the "Aggie
Shuffle"? Sure, it is pretty convenient to have us participate
in the Aggie Shuffle, sending
us in all directions of campus
to only return to the original
location we were in, however
what kind ofcommunity is being built when that merry-goround drives everyone insane?
The only thing I notice is
that the "convenience" ofthe
Aggie Shuffle builds the animosity between the Dowdy
Building and the student body
increases as convenience replaces community. It may not
be easy, however it is better
for administration to actually
invest the time to make sure
that merry-go-round has less
attendees.

Don't get too excited
though, as students we have
to do our part to end the convenience ofthe Aggie Shuffle.
I once learned that proper
preparation prevents piss poor
performance, in other words
come to Dowdy with "you" in
order. Don't come in with an
attitude, it doesn't really help
and if anything it continues
that perpetual cycle of dismay
code named the "run-around."
Granted there are times
when even when you come
with yourself together it still
lends itself to the shuffle process, consider the fact that
there are many others who still
have yet to realize that not being prepared perpetuates the
cycle. In essence, we can see
that convenience though easy
for the moment, makes things
harder in the long haul.
The Aggie Shuffle is just
one of so many examples.
Look at the freshman under the
University Studies Program.
It is quite convenient to have
attendance taken on a clicker,
but what sense ofcommunity
is that building?
It is convenient to see who
knows what responses to questions based on computer data,
however if there is no rein-

MARVIN Q.

JONES

me wrong,

but if it is does not come with
that community interaction between students and professors,
then students become nothing more than drones. It takes
time for a professor to actually
try and get to know a student
a vice versa, it is not always
convenient, but the last professor I took the time to build
a relationship with helped me
get a more than excellent internship. It is not always an
easy process to go the inconvenient way.
Sometimes convenience is
somuch less ofa headache than
trying to build the community.
In the end, convenience on our
campus is going to continue
feed into the complacency
that will continue to escalate
the levels ofignorance that try
and take the minds and spirit
ofthis student body.
It is not just on campus that
we have to build community,
but we have to continue to
reach out into the surrounding
community.

As I said in a previous article, A&T is the closest that
many of the individuals ofthe
surrounding community will
ever get to a college experience. The surrounding community needs us to connect
with them just as we need the
surrounding community. If we
forget about them, we forget
about the support that wanted
us here when no one else did.
We cannot make it by ourselves, ifyou believe that, you
are sadly mistaken. Someone
along the way had to a knee to
help us get where we are. It is
time we reinforce the philosophy ofa village raising a child
and being more accountable
for each other and the community.

It is not the convenient
thing to do, however it builds
up the sense oflove and family that formulates large portions of Aggie Pride. From
my experience, complacency
and ignorance cannot dwell in
the same place as true Aggie
Pride.
Now that we have seen we
have discovered convenience
is holdings its foot on the neck
ofour pride it istime to see the
root ofthe problem.
To see the problem that
is generator of convenience,
creating complacency in the
classroom, attacking the retention rate, and the perpetuator
ofignorance, I ask all of us to
go look in a mirror and take
a long hard look, students,
alumni, administration, and
the like. I have only question,
heads or tails?
Heads we go withthe alumni and administration, or tails
we go with the students first.
Marvin Q. JonesJr. is a senior Applied
Mathematics major. He can bereached at
marvinqjones@gmail.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Readers are encouraged to submit letters to
the editor. Letters should be under 300
words and must include the writer's full
name and A&T affiliation. All submissions
become property ofThe A&T Register.
We do not print anonymous letters.
Send letters to editor@ncatregister.com

Are you smarter than a white person?
At least they are according
to what many have made ofDr.
James Dewey Watson's recent
genetic studies.
Although we are not certain
exactly what was found, who
would have thought that in the
year 2007 someone would even
think to conduct such a racist
study, right? Are Watson's studies inherently racist?
I for one can not, certainly,
say. Anyone who knows me
wellknows that in most circumstances I am all to ready to jump
on the "racism" bandwagon if
need be. I believe that African
Americans and black people
worldwide face more "skin color motivated" adversities than
any other people around the
globe.
This is why I for one will
fight the fight if I feel it needs
to be fought. In this situation,
however, I decided to step back
before tackling Dr. Watson's
findings head on.
In talking about anything
having a point ofreference is a
good idea. James Dewey Watson, among many other accom-

plishments,
a
received
Noble Prize
in Physiology
or Medicine
in 1962 for his
research on
the structure
of nucleic acT.SHAVONNE
ids.
This means
FORDHAM
Watson has
been studying genetics since before many college aged students
were born. That is the bases of
his career.
"We do not yet adequately
understand the way in which the
different environments in the
world have selected over time
the genes which determine our
capacity to do different things,"
he is quoted as saying.
"The overwhelming desire
of society today is to assume
that equal powers ofreason are
a universal heritage of humanity. It may well be. But simply
wanting this to be the case is not
enough. This is not science. To
question this is not to give in to
racism. This is not a discussion

Why Are We In School:
A Wake Up Call
As a senior anticipating
graduation, I sit in class enthused about what new knowledge I am going to obtain. I
am unnerved by the audacity
of students leaving class early, disrespecting teachers, not
reading class materials and yet
still expecting to earn an "A."
Why are we in school?
School is supposed to be a
place where students go to gain
knowledge about their prospective profession. Students
around campus have various
reasons for coming to college.
Some students responded that
they came to party, get money
and girls and get away from being bored at home.
Where lies our motivation
and desire to better ourselves?
African American students
tend to complain about racial
and minority disparities.
Sometimes, it's our own
fault. Many of us are lazy and
do not take advantage of the
opportunities that our ancestors
fought and died for.
Therefore, we must take
responsibility for ourselves in
school and obtain an education through hard work, studying and not just through atten-

rial.
To

some

degree,

lost sight as
we allowed
white corporate America
to set the
SAAM

the success
of African
American's.
Commercialization and stereotypes shown in the media
are used to dumb down the African American community and
encourage us to idolize celebrities who are rich, dumb and
ignorant.
This gives some people
the mentality that they can get
lucky with little effort and be
successful and rich, without
first receiving a proper educa-

KHAFRA

tion.

As we approach the 2008
presidential elections, there
should be an emphasis on the
importance of education. It's
difficult for politicians to be all
inclusive if we do not value our
community or the importance
of education. The lack of education keeps one ignorant and
susceptible to negative stereodance.
types.
Onthe day ofa test, there are
It is our generation's time to
always students that have never open our eyes. We can make a
been to class but are present change through the intellectual
and expect to do well. Students knowledge that we obtain as
sit in class, don't ask questions we receive an education.
and expect a review sheet with
If our ancestors felt that they
the answers to the test.
would die to ensure their peoThey talk on the phone, text ple could acquire an education,
message friends and sleep in then ask yourself "what can
class. We are not babies and you do to show you appreciate
should not be spoon-fed infor- them and their efforts?"
mation in college. We do not
learn through osmosis. It is our
Saam Khafra is a seniorPublic
responsibility as a student to
Relations major. He can be reached at
use the resources necessary to
khafrasaam@yahoo.com
help us understand class mate-

about superiority or inferiority,
it is about seeking to understand
differences, about why some of
us are great musicians and others great engineers."
While I will not even for one
moment support the notion that
there are no great black engineers, I am equally as fervent in
my belief that all things are not
a matter ofracism. Had Watson
been a black man, then, would
his research still be racist?
On most every document
that I looked at where Watson
was quoted, I saw a man who
genuinely wanted to help, the
world at large, through genetic
research and conclusions.
Science is color blind. This
is my belief. Science tells us
that the sun rises and falls everyday without fail, there is a
scientific explanation as to why.
The science that supports the
suns functions do not stand for
a certain race of folk, it stands
for all.
In the same way, perhaps
Watson conducted a study to
find what race of people perform better in academic set-

tings. In science there must be

concentrated group, an indepei
dent variable, and a dependei
variable.
With these aspects of bis
study all lined up Watson took
years, I'm sure, and did genetic
tests over and over and ovei
again. Can we be mad at what
ever his findings were? Regardless of whether we like the
facts or not, sometimes, they are
facts
In my opinion, instead oi
dwelling on his findings, we
ought to thank our maker that
there are no absolute truths.
While the debate about what
Watson actually said rages on,
perhaps we the targeted people,
ought to pick up a few books
and continue to prove just how
smart we are.

I for one was not offended; 1
know that I can stand toe to toe.
on any given day, with any given subject in front of me, with
someone of any race, and if it's
my destiny, come out swinging,
victorious.
So don't just fight ignorance
Fight smart!

You said you wanted
a thug didn't you?
An issue that has caused a
lot of debate, controversy and
painful personal experiences
is this: For centuries, women
have believed that all men are
dogs. I don't believe it's true,
but several factors push both
genders in different directions.
The men: Good men are often the ones you never notice
because they fly under the
radar. They are respectful, mature, intelligent. A good man is
a man, not a boy.
Women today need to realize there is more to a man than
just his physical appearance
and the tangible things that he
owns. What you should really
care about: What are his goals,
personality, character? How
does he treat you, and what
does he want out of life? But
men are not so innocent. There
are a lot of guys who make it
hard for nice guys by taking
a woman for all she has, and
the nice guy has to come behind you. That makes it twice
as hard, proving the cliche that
nice guys finish last.
When you examine men
and women, women are more
emotionally attached than men.
Women want thatspecial someone, while some men might
feel the same way. Society has
taught men not to cry, to never
show emotions. If a man does
those things, he is considered
less ofa man. If you have emotion, you just hide it. From the
B.C. days to now, men who
have alot ofwomen have power and are highly respected.
The women: Since the beginning oftime, women have accused men of being dogs. But

ALEXANDER

KNIGHT

women have
a part in this,
just as much
as men do.
Today
many womei
dress
pro
vocatively
and it send
the
wrotis
message
guys. The way

women dress today fuels the
sexual desire of men. Women
should not be in a hurry to call
men dogs because, according to
Sun.com, 43 percent of women
cheat on their lovers compared
to 34 percent ofmales. Women
are able to get away with cheating because they have valid
reasons why they cheated and
guys mostly cheat for sexual
reasons. But cheating is still
cheating.
Women need to stop listei
ing to relationship advice fro
other women who don't have
man! You cannot give advice
on something you do not have.
Something that is really shocking is a lot of women call men
dogs, but they knew that he
was a dog before they met him.
Guys, most women know about
your past.
One last thing about some
women is how they want a man

who is thug-like because he
may be tough and financially
stable. But the thug part comes
out whenhe starts beating them
or cheating. Then they blame
him. But that is what they
wanted, a thug.

Alexander Knight is a student at Grambling
State University. Thisarticle originally
appeared in the Gramblinite.

Don't ban guys from the gym
Maybe it's the testerone talking, but it has always seemed
to me that women ofall nationalities, creeds and backgrounds
have one thing in common an
inherent superiority complex.
The severity of the complex
varies, but it is present.
It is the reason the women
require men to be chivalrous
while they sing declarations of
self-sufficiency.
See Destiny Child's catalog which includes Bills, Bills,
Bills and Independent Woman
for details. Personally, I appreciate the duality ofwomen, but
I do mind that such a complex
degrades the male race.
That is why the new Royal
Flush program, which prohibits
males from entering the gym
from 7-9 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays is well-royally ridiculous.
I support the womanly soli-

—

darity that the program encourages. Nutritional meals, counseling, and weight training
classes are all valuable.
But to stop males from using the gym is unfair because
the men don't counteract any
ofthose activities.
I have heard the rumblings
from women who insist that
countless males gawk at them
during their workout.
I wouldn't dare say that
some men don't occasionally
glance at females in the gym.
But to insinuate that itis a large
enough problem to mandate
a "no boys" rule is even more
preposterous.
As accusations fly about

ogling males facilitating an
uncomfortable fitness environment, did anyone think that
guys come to the gym to actually work out?
If the primary goal was

scantly clad
women, they
could simply
take a seat on
The Set. It is
arrogant and
vain to think
that man will
AKEEM
abandon his
ANDERSON workout regimen simply
to commit ocular assault on a
woman who crosses his path.
Ladies, you look too, but
your glances are discreet.
To say menare only there to
see you in your workout clothes
is parallel to the idea that women go to the gymlooking to find
a man. Both ofthose statements
are equally insulting, and both
hold no merit.
There is also administrative incentive to end "Ladies
Night."

The recreation center is for

everyone. To keep a group of
people from using amenities on

campus is a violation of their
rights.
Royal Flush supporters say
the institutional exclusion is
valid because men frequented
the gym the most. The difference is that none told women
they couldn't come to work
out.

Would it be acceptable for
the recreation center to hold a
"white night" when only the
school's Caucasian students
were allowed to work out?
The answer to that question
should explain why the Royal
Flush should go down the toilet.
AkeemAnderson is a junior at Florid;
A&M University. A version of thi:
article appeared in theFamuan
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Gym Class Heroes enter mainstream
He's just not into you if...
thanks to Thokehold'and Fall Out Boy
A

SEX AND THE GATE CITY

relationship, be it
platonic or romantic,
is like a pie. Individuals who engage in relationships built on substance do not
take each other in slices. Instead they are quite accepting
and understanding of the other
person's vices. However, some
people cannot handle honesty served on a cold platter.
Therefore, skillfully dropped
hints may be the only way to
get one's point across.
Although the truth can
be a jagged little pill, some
people manage to recover
rather swiftly from an unsettling reality check as opposed
to a string of lies and deceit.
Unfortunately, I'm beginning
to believe that a number of
women are simply gluttons for
punishment. They continue to
run back to the men who ignore, mistreat and disrespect
them. So why do some women
ignore the vital context clues
men use to tell them that they
just aren't into them?
Typically, most people
make a conscious effort to display their most positive side
when encountering a potential
love interest. Men will attempt
to make grand gestures during
the courting phase by constantly calling, texting, scheduling date nights and making
plans for future outings. Naturally, things will begin to fizzle out when both parties become more familiar with each
other. A loss of interest, on the
other hand, may result from a
number of underlying factors.
Instead of thinking your lover
is no good, consider that it's
your own shortcomings that
are pushing him away.
The following excuses are
popular signs that he's just
not that into you. Pay attention when the guy you like
suddenly becomes super busy
with school, work or his family. He might be throwing the
deuces. Men often begin their
phasing out process by cutting
the amount of effort he puts

cannot offer himself wholly
is probably telling his partner the truth. Don't shrug
off his feedback on the subject. He understands that it is
unfair to build a relationship
without a desire to seriously
do so.
Another critical
red flag is,
"I'm not
interested
in a relationship
right now."
Whether
it's a time CANDACE L.
conflict or
he simply HACKNEY
has
too
many other priorities, he's
attempting to explain that
you are not the one for him.
She may be fun to hang out
with from time to time, but
his mind is firmly made up.
When two people have
total respect for one another
and enjoy the company, then
there isn't much that can
come between them. All it
takes is a phone call before
bed, a sweet text or weekend
plans to keep things interest-

By ERIN

Roberts and drummer Matt

CARLSON

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

McGinley.

The Heroes watched their
NEW YORK (AP) — Gym Class profile rise after "Chokehold"
Heroes frontman Travis Mc- hit the radio last year. The
undeniably catchy song —
Coy was half-flattered, halfannoyed when his band won which samples the hook of
the best new artist trophy at Supertramp's oldie "Breakfast
eventually
the MTV Video Music Awards in America'
last month.
reached No. 4 on Billboard's
"It was really cool," he says "Hot 100."'
It first appeared on the
ofthe Heroes' victory over the
likes of Amy Winehouse and band's 2005 album, "The PaCarrie Underwood. "(But) I percut Chronicles," and was
mean, in a sense, it was kind of featured again on the followa little bit interesting, because up disc, "As Cruel as School
of the fact that we've been a Children," first released in
July 2006 and reissued several
band for 10 years."
"Part of me is like, 'Yeah, months later with "Chokehold"
awesome!' and the rest is like, as an additional track.
'We're not really that new,'"
When asked for his take
on the song's popularity, McMcCoy says ofhis mixed emotions.
Coy shrugs and says simply:
"I don't know. You have to ask
After years under the radar, Gym Class Heroes has the people that."
"We try not to analyze our
emerged as this year's breakout band. And McCoy, 26, the music too much," he explains,
charismatic rapper-singer and munching on potato chips in
goofy star of the music video the band's trailer before a reof the group's huge single cent Manhattan concert.
"Us not doing that kinda
"Cupid's Chokehold," has gotus the freedom to (make)
ofattention.
plenty
gives
ten
He is the Pete Wentz of the music we want as opposed
the quartet, more of a camera to drawing ourselves in a cerham than guitarist Disashi Lutain category."
The group, which blends
mumba-Kasongo, bassist Eric

ing.

That's not asking for a
lot, so ladies don't think you
are not worth his time. In
contrast, his life is not your
life and vice versa. It's important to maintain a healthy
balance between quality
time spent together and having your own space outside
the confinement of your relationship.
He's just not that into
you if he has issues with authority figures. He has one
mother. You do not qualify
to take on that role of sole
decision maker. Most men
cringe at the idea of their
partner planning out their
lives day by day. Nagging
women often yield restless
unions and sometimes infidelity.
Assess the commitment
into communication.
when you find yourself to
When a man admits that be the only one making an
he's not quite sure what he effort to communicate with
is looking for at the moment, him or make plans. Some
he's probably less than interwomen really need to learn
ested in settling down. His amto relax. The world does not
biguity leaves the option open revolve around what you are
that he could change his mind doing with your lover. Reabout getting serious. Wise up, member that patience is a
because his uncertainty pervirtue. Wait for him to reach
petuates a push and pull in the out to you. If he doesn't,
direction of the relationship.
then he's probably just not
A man that confesses he that interested.

ATLANTA (AP)

— Kid Rock

was arrested early Sunday af-

ter a brawl at a restaurant and
spent about 12 hours in jail
before being released, police
said.
The musician stopped at
the Waffle House restaurant
shortly after 5 a.m. after his
performance at The Tabernacle in Atlanta, authorities
said.
"He and five members of
his entourage were involved
in afight with a male customer inside the Waffle House,"
said Mekka Parish, a spokeswoman for the DeKalb County Police Department.
The customer recognized
a female with Kid Rock's
party and exchanged words
with her, Parish said.
"It escalated to a physical
altercation betweenKid Rock
and that male customer and

moved outside to the parking
lot," she said. At some point
the customer punched out a
restaurant window, she said.
Kid Rock left in his tour
bus and was stopped by police about a mile from the restaurant, Parish said. The musician and five members of
his entourage were taken into
custody on a misdemeanor
charge of simple battery.
The other customer was
charged with criminal damage to property, a felony,
Parish said. Kid Rock was
released from the county jail
on bond about 5 p.m. A telephone message left with Kid
Rock's publicist was not immediately returned.
The other customer was
treated at a hospital for cuts
and bruises. No one in Kid
Rock's group was hospitalized, police said.

In addition to the Valentine's
males did not have Valentines, Day surprise, the Men ofMusic
sic.
so we wanted to reach out to have performed at several uniThe sweet melody of "My
The Men of Music started them specifically to show that versity shows and events. On
Girl," the popular oldies hit by out as a small circle offriends there are still good men out Oct. 13, the group performed
for University Day to display to
The Temptations, rang through who shared a common interest there who care."
the corridors of Pride Hall dur- and has evolved into a campusSenior Brian Pickett attended all Aggies what they are about.
wide club.
ing Valentine's Day.
one of the performances in AgThey are also planning on
Now registered as an official gie Village last year and said performing before the Christmas
Females rushed to the lobby to hear where the beautiful campus organization, the Men that it was a lot better than he break and doing community sersounds were coming from and ofMusic now have community thought it would be, since they vice off campus at places such
as nursing homes, elementary
got front row seats on the floor service requirements as well as were not an established organiand middle schools and banks.
and couches. Entertainment free occasional meetings to discuss zation at the time.
Men of Music is open to
Sophomore Dwight Hudof charge!
upcoming performances and acany male who has a significant
son, organization president, exThe Men ofMusic is a newly tivities.
formulated outreach campus
interest in music, whether it's
On Valentine's Day in 2007, pressed the group's goal of disorganization geared toward en- the group went around to all of playing and depicting music in producing, singing, playing an
lightening and entertaining the the female and co-ed dorms on such a way as to make an impact instrument, arranging or simply
the campus ofA&T to sing for in people's lives.
community through music.
expressing a potent love for the
The group has a wide range the female residents. They sang
"We are trying to touch the art.
"Men of Music has the poof members whose interests popular R&B and soul songs, students at A&T through our
range from singing to producincluding "Heaven" by John music," Hudson said. "I want tential to make a positive change
the group to be a voice for the on this campus," Hudson said.
ing. Some students in this orga- Legend.
nization are also members ofthe
"We wanted to make the lacampus just as any other major "I believe that music itself has
university gospel choir, band, or dies feel special," said senior organization on campus, suchas the potential to make a change
around the world."
are music majors or other A&T and group member Ahmod the band or SGA."
KEISHA THOMAS

CONTRIBUTOR

students from other majors who
enjoy different aspects of mu-

roster.

While Wentz remains Fall
Out Boy's most conspicuous
member, the emo outfit's lead
singer, Patrick Stump, went
behind the scenes with the Heroes to co-produce "As Cruel
As School Children"; his power-pop vocals can also heard on
"Chokehold" and the album's
other hit, "Clothes Off!"
The Heroes have further
cemented their association
with Fall Out Boy on the current "The Young Wild Things"
tour, on which they serve as
the opening act.
"There's gonna be a lot of
debauchery and a lot of crazy
happenings," he says.

Kid Rock arrested at
Georgia Waffle House

'The Men of Music'are bringing back the love of music
By

diverse musical styles including hip-hop and emo-rock,
began in the '90s after McCoy
and McGinley bonded during
gym class at their high school
in Geneva, N.Y., near Rochester in upstate's scenic Finger
Lakes region.
They added Lumumba-Kasongo and Roberts a few years
ago, and ultimately signed to
Fall Out Boy bassist Wentz's
Decaydance Records, an imprint of Fueled By Ramen,
which has more than a dozen
youth-friendly bands on its

Camp. "We knew that many fe-

Indeed, McCoy seems like
the kind of guy who loves to
whip up trouble — and haze
friendly journalists. During the
course of this interview, the
6-foot-5 McCoy — surprisingly soft-spoken — fake-wiped
potato chip grease on this reporter's jacket sleeve (Gross,
but kind offunny).
Another surprising thing
about McCoy is his taste in
music. He cites Hall and Oates
as one ofhis favorites — which
explains a lot about the eclectic Heroes songbook.
For example, "Clothes
Off!" uses the melody from
the 1986 Jermaine Stewart abstinence song "We Don't Have
To Take Our Clothes Off." McCoy, however, switched up the
chaste message by omittingthe
"don't" from the chorus.
McCoy gets a kick out of
people who try to define the
Heroes."They've called us
emo hip-hop," he says.
"They've called us alternative hip-hop, they've called
us hip-hop and rock. Whatever makes it easier for them
to categorize us so be it. I just
laugh at a lot of 'em. I always
thought we were a countrywestern band."

This blank space
could be yours.
Contributors meetings every
Wednesday § 5 p.m. in NCB A328.
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LUPE FIASCO had a meet and greet withAggies in theMemorial StudentUnion Exhibit Hall
Monday to promote his new album"TheCool" which drops Dec. 18th

Lupe Fiasco brings
'The Cool'to A&T
Cool" on his debutalbum

By MICHAEL

J. McCRAY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A single-file line wrapped
around the inside of the Memorial Student Union Monday
afternoon as Aggies waited
patiently for Grammy nominated artist Lupe Fiasco.
Lupe dropped by Aggieland for a meet and greet to
promote his new album "The
Cool" which is set to be released Dec. 18th.
He explained the title of
his album which is based offa
character from the song "The

Lupe also noted that this album would be a lot better than
his first. He spoke about making classic music. "Time will
decide if it's timeless or not,"
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
AVAILABLE ON

NCATREGISTER.COM
he said. "Dumb It Down" and
"Superstar" are the first two
singles to bereleased from the
"The Cool" and look for more
radio ready tracks with conscious lyricism.

this week's

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts &
entertainment.

ON STAGE

ON SCREEN

ON CAMPUS

ON SHELVES

Comedian D.L. Hughley will be
at the War Memorial Auditorium in
Greensboro. The show will begin at
8 p.m. on Nov. 24 with an admission of $35. For more information
on tickets See www.ticketmaster.
com or call 336-722-6400.

Horror movie fans rejoice this
week as the highly-esteemed sequel "Saw IV" comes to theaters
everywhere Friday, Oct. 26. In this
sequel, the officer that survived the
previous movie, "Saw III", has to
overcome interconnected traps.

On Founder's Day, which is
Thursday, Oct. 25, there will be a
University's Founder's Day program held in Harrison Auditorium.
The event will take place from 3
p.m. -5 p.m. Tickets are free and
open to the public.

Walt Disney's feature animation "Meet the Robinsons" will be
on shelves Tuesday, Oct. 23. In this
Disney original if you think your
family's different, wait until you
meet the family of the future, the
Robinsons.
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Tribett kicks off
homecoming week
By ASHLEY REiD

CONTRIBUTOR

Shouts, praises and dancing filled Harrison auditorium
last Friday night for the annual
Homecoming Gospel Concert.
This year's show was sold
out as the auditorium immediately tilled up when the doors
opened at 6p.m. It was one big
Holy Ghost party as A&T's own
Gospel Choir (GC) opened up
the show followed by Tye Tribett and Greater Annointing,
who also blew the audience

Tribett explained the importance
ofwatching the people and ideas
that you allow to come into your
life.
He covered many issues in
his message and tied everything

back to the importance of a
strong relationship with God.
Political Science major Joy
Pitts said, "The most inspirational event to me occurred
when he explained to the crowd
how we need separation in order
for elevation."

After his speech, Tribett
closed the concert with his popaway.
ular single, "Victory." Students,
The auditorium was full of
adults, alumni and children all
energyas the GC marched down
over the auditorium danced and
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO
the aisles in fullforce and set an
sang together with joy to the
atmosphere of praise. Senior TYE TRIBETT is the gosbel singer thatperlyrics ofthe song.
journalism major Francis Niles formed for the Homecoming gospel concert.
The atmosphere of the consaid, "I liked how the Gospel
cert was more than shouts and
Choir opened for Tye Tribett. ed the beginning ofa praise ses- dancing; it was a revival ofnew
They were a great foreshadow sion that Tribett and G.A. turned life. Burdens were lifted, new
to his group's performance later into a spiritual revival.
spiritual levels were reached,
in the evening."
When Tribett and G.A. made and connections with God were
The melodies of the choir their entrance, the excitement of made.
were very moving to the entire the crowd wentto another level.
"The worship experience I
audience, especially when perSophomore Fallon Bell, was encountered during the concert
forming "Amazing Grace."
one of the many students who had to have been the most inspiAfterwards, they were comwere consumed by the energetic rational.
mended with a standing ovation spirit
"It's easy for someone to
as their performance left the au"Tye Tribett's performance shout, clapand dance, which can
dience in a state ofpraise and was great! They were all hype be summed up as praise, but it is
worship.
and allowed the spirit to use really something special when
Choir member Lakesha Holithem mightily," said Bell.
a person can worship through
Tribett performed some of pain which is what happened to
day said, "I believe thatthe choir
put on something more than a his most popular songs like "No me on Friday," said Holiday.
performance. That something Way" and "Everything." Along
As the crowd emptied Harwould have to be a glimpse of with the musical praise for the rison, the difference in the attiGod's glory in the form of song evening, Tribett also provided a tude of everyone was obvious.
and dance." The selections givspiritual ministry for everyone. The concert truly left everyone
en by the GC raised the level of He spoke on issues of keeping with a victorious spirit and joypraise in the audience and start- a strong faith and walking in it. ous mind.

Mariah Carey's new fragrance in stores now
the most exciting thing to me,"
By NEKESAMUMBI MOODY
are too strong and overwhelmCarey.
ing, that's what I was always not said
AP MUSIC WRITER
Carey
says the fragrance,
a fan of."
which comes in a purple bottle
Even though Mariah Carey
But when Elizabeth Arden with her signature butterfly icon
has a new fragrance, she never approached the superstar to cre- on top, was based on some ofher
was the type to spray on a scent ate her own perfume, it piqued
favorite things. One is a Morocbefore she left the house. In her interest — mainly because can incense; another
is a flower
the cosmetics company didn't
fact, Carey says she never recalled
the
Tahitian
Tiare.
Living
ally wore perfumes until she fell want to use just her name, but But another scent mixed into the
wanted
her
the
input
in
crein love with her own creation,
ation of the scent, which she fragrance is unexpected: toasted
"M."
marshmallows.
"This is the first fragrance describes as light, sensual and
That aroma was added bememorable.
that I wear," Carey told The Ascause
it evoked happy memo"They were welcoming in
sociated Press in an interview
ries
of
her childhood around
my involvement just in every the campfire.
Monday. "I'm not really a pershe adds:
detail,
and
that
what
fume person at all... Things that
was
was "It's blended But
in there — it's not
like you're gonna walk around
smelling like marshmallows."
Carey worked on "M" while
on tour and working on her latest album.

GREENSBORO

Find the best blackened
chicken alfredo at J.Butler's
DWIGHT MOORE II
CONTRIBUTOR

By

J. Butler's Bar and Grille located at 3030 High Point Rd.,
is one ofthe newestrestaurants
to open in Greensboro.After
opening only two weeks ago,
not too many people know
about it.The waitfor yourfood
is normally short and is usually
not very crowded. Located in
the heart of High Point Road
right next to the Double Tree
Inn, and across the street from
the new Hooters, J. Butler's is
the perfect place for someone
looking for somewhere new to
eat with a great atmosphere.
Butler's has all the classic
appetizers you see at almost
any other bar and grill like
chicken wings and mozzarella
sticks. The prices for their appetizers range from $13.99 for
the steamed oysters to $3.99
for hot chips.
They offer a variety of salads to choose from such as
Chicken Salad Aloha to Ike and
Tina Tuna, whichare all $7.49.
If you're not sure ofwhat salad
you want, you can create your
own at their "all you can eat"
salad bar. However, for those
of you like myself who don't
like salad, you can enjoy a cup
ofsoup for $2.99 or a bowl for
3.99. I recommend the delicious vegetable soup.
Their entree choices include
Aged Angus Ribeye for $17.99

and a full rack ofButler's Baby
Back Ribs for $18.99 or Fish
and Chips for $8.49. I would
recommend the Blackened
Chicken Alfredo served with
cheesy garlic bread for $12.99.
It comes to you in a large bowl
with a piece of garlic bread on
each side. The alfredo sauce is
rich, creamy and thick. Served
with the sliced blackened
chicken on top, this dish is sure
to be tasty and filling.
They offer an incredible
variety of sandwiches, wraps,
burgers, and subs with 40 different selections to choose
from, including the Mushroom
Swiss Burger or the 3-D Club
with fresh roasted turkey, delifresh ham, crisp bacon, lettuce,
tomato, mayo, honey mustard
and Swiss and cheddar chesses on whole wheat toast for

atmosphere you can enjoy in
almost any type of situation.
Guys, you know how you get
upset when you have to leave
the bar and can't finish watching the game? They got you
covered with 22' flat screen
TVs throughout the entire restaurant, from the bar all the way
to the non-smoking section.
The channels they show
include CNN, FOX News and
Headline News to keep up with
the current events. Also, early
in the day and evening they
show Disney. As you can see,
this place is perfect for everything, whether you want to go
with your friends and watch
the games on the weekends, go
there on a date or have a family
dinner.

They also offer catering
services for parties and special
$7.49.
events. So for those who are
However, for those of you going to be chilling on High
who want a little less on your Point Road this week for the
sandwich, I recommend the homecoming activities and
steak and cheese sub served on are looking for something new
a hoagie bun. It's thin sliced other then Ham's and Chili's, I
ribeye steak, cheese, sauteed recommend J. Butler's Bar and
onions, lettuce, tomato and Grille for great food and great
mayo for $6.99. However, the atmosphere, where the motto is
thing that really makes it good "Because Life's Too Short to
is that they melt the cheese Eat Bad Food!!"
into the steak, making it extra
For any other information
cheesy. Butler's also offers the you can reach them at (336)
classic array ofPepsi products, 316-1991. Hours are Mon. along with a selection ofbeers, Sat. 11 a.m - 1 a.m. and Sunmartinis and wine.
day 11 a.m. -12 a.m.
The best part about J. Butler's is that it has the type of

T.I. faces up to 10 years in prison
By ERRIN

HAINES

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
T.I.'s lawyers asked a federal judge Friday to release the
rapper on $2.2 million bond
and allow him to have monitored home confinement while
he awaits trial on weapons
charges.
Defense attorney Ed Garland proposed putting a person
in T.I.'s home 24 hours a day to
monitor activities there.
U.S. Magistrate Judge
Alan Baverman said he will
reserve his ruling on the singer's bond request until Oct. 26,
when T.I.'s lawyers are expected to present a home monitor
who must be approved by the
court, pretrial services officials
and prosecutors.
T.I., whose real name is

Clifford Harris, would also
have to submit to electronic
monitoring.
Harris would surrender his
passport and his right to drive,
and would submit to random
searches ofthe home and random drug screening.
Officials said record company executives of Atlantic
Records and Warner Music
Group were prepared to offer RAPPER T.I. Faces up to ten years in prison
signature bond on Harris' be- for a weapons charge.
halfin excess of $1 million.
Prosecutors countered that possession ofmachine guns
because of Harris' criminal
His indictment followed
history and because he was arhis arrest last Saturday for alrested while allegedly trying to legedly possessing unregistered
buy machine guns and silencmachine guns and silencers
ers, he poses a flight risk and and ofbeing a convicted felon
danger to the community.
in possession offirearms.
Harris was indicted by a
Harris, 27, faces up to 10
federal grand jury Wednesday years in prison and a $250,000
on weapons charges, including fine for each count.

Video game industry reaches out to fans with E for All Expo
that we delivered the event we schedule: Next year's E For All
aimed for, which was a celis slated for the last weekend of
ebration that truly was for the August, the traditional dates for
The video-game industry entire game community," said Penny Arcade Expo.
deserves some credit for reachThe PlayStation 3 continues
Mary Dolaher, the CEO ofIDG
ing out to fans with the E For World Expo, which mounted to stumble along. In SeptemAll Expo, held last weekend at the event.
ber, U.S. sales of Sony's newest
the Los Angeles Convention
And for gamers who got console lagged far behind those
of Microsoft's Xbox 360 and
Center. And the inaugural event their first chance to play Konadrew 18,000 gamers not bad for mi's "Metal Gear Solid 4" and Nintendo's Wii.
Still, there's plenty of time
the first time, but less than half Nintendo's "Super Smash Bros.
the attendance ofthe fan-created Brawl," the trip seemed to be left for holiday shopping. Sony
is hoping a $100 price cut will
Penny Arcade Expo, which at- worth it.
Still, IDG needs to get Sony encourage all you Santas to put
tracted 37,000 people to Seattle
and Microsoft on board if it a PS3 under the tree.
in August.
The $499 starter PS3, with a
"We are thrilled with the at- expects more players to show
tendance, and we are pleased up. And it needs to rethink its 60-gigabyte hard drive, is being
By LOU

KESTEN
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER

$ 5 off manicure/pedicure
$ 3 off full set
$3 off fill in

1633-3 SPRING GARDEN ST.
{1 block from UNCG )
Greensooro, NC 27403
111 A

replaced by a $399 unit with 40
gigabytes. The other trade-off:
The $400 model won't play
PlayStation 2 games.
Sony's hoping that players will finally shift their focus
to an expanding lineup of PS3
software, like the spectacular
new "Ratchet & Clank Future:
Tools ofDestruction."
Sony's higher-end, 80-gigabyte PS3 is also getting a price
cut, from $599 to $499. That
narrows the gap with the $449
Xbox 360 Elite — though it's
still twice as expensive as the
Wii.
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Mitchell denies steroids
information leak on Byrd

Controhas
seemingly
become a

Reality is
evident that
Kobe Bry-

comfort
zone
sorts

11-year vet-

By TOM WITHERS

eran Kobe

DANIEL

Bryant.
From the

MALCOLM

HENDERSON

infamous

EUSTACHE

shades
at
the announcement of his prepto-pro jump, to the boos that
rained down following the inci-

three seasons ago, the three disappointing seasons has finally
took a toll on the 11-year veteran building an unrecognizable
anguish in his satisfaction as a

dent in Eagle
Nearly five months before the
start ofthe 2007-08 NBA season,

Los Angeles Lakers player.
Trade rumors have spurred
throughout this past off -season
, but is Bryant actually better off
without a Los Angeles Lakers
uniform?
There are many advantages to
the former first rounder leaving
the city that watched him grow
among the best in the game of

the whirlwind that constantly
surrounds him began brewing in
Lakerland once again.
Even the basketball court,
which has always been the eye
of the storm relatively speaking, is now subject to the same
turmoil.

All that being said, it's in Kobe's best interest to stay in Tin-

basketball today.
Many critics feel Bryant will
increase his chances of earning
another title if heleaves the fans
that once sounded off an atmosphere ofboos, after the ex-high
school phenom released an air
ball as the game-winning shot
during his rookie tenure.
Bryant could absolutely benefit
many other franchises but there
are not many markets that could
afford the 10-timeall-star.
Another profit Bryant could
consider if departing L.A. is
ownership commitment.
Jerry Buss, the same owner
responsible for the exile of the
most dominant post presence to
ever play in the NBAfShaquille
O'Neal), suddenly gossiped
trade rumors of Bryant recently
after early speculation of his
dedication to the franchise player.

Why would any elite athlete
contribute to an organization that reneges their feelings
want to

in a matter of months?
Bryant should not have to perform for a team that have had

half-hearted emotions toward
him for 82 games.
If he is executing for a franchise he entrusts, it would make

it much easier for him to do his
job.
Ever since Bryant has estab-

lished himself into a superstar
in L.A., many distractions have
came to play in his success.
Los Angeles is home to not

just Los Angles Lakers basketball, but also Hollywood.
This is an ultimate distraction
to many professional players,
although there is not an evident
insinuation that it has had an effect on Bryant.
Another location could aid the
all-star in an easier focus to obtaining his fourth NBA title.

"Neither I nor any member of
my investigative staff had anything whatsoever to do with the

AP SPORTS WRITER

seltown.
Throughout his career, amidst

all of the in-house beefing and
media sparring, the Staples
Center court has always been an
escape for the media scapegoat.
The 3-time NBA champion
has always straddled a tight rope
when it comes to supporters outside ofLa La Land however.
Here's an athlete who many

people would say is the best
overall player in the Association, and yet in the same breath
would say they cannot stand

CLEVELAND (AP)
Baseball investigator George
Mitchell, also a director for
the AL champion Boston Red
Sox, denied Monday providing information for a story that
Cleveland Indians pitcher Paul
Byrd used human growth hormone
Before Game 7 on Sunday,

Byrd acknowledged using
HGH after the San Francisco
Chronicle reported he spent
nearly $25,000 on the drug and
syringes from 2002-05 — before HGH was banned by Major League Baseball.
The Indians lost 12-2 to the
Red Sox, who broke open a

5-2 game with six runs in the
eighth inning and advanced to
the World Series for the second
time in four years. Boston will
host Game 1 against the Colorado Rockies on Wednesday
night

Mitchell said his office was
contacted by people accusing
him of leaking information on
Byrd to the media. The former Senate Majority Leader
released a statement from his
New York office to "correct
that mistaken impression."

when he began using HGH or
if he is still taking it.
Baseball banned the per-

publication of the allegations
about Mr. Byrd," the statement
said. "We had no prior knowledge of those allegations, and
we first learned ofthem, along
with the rest of the public,
through news accounts.
"Any information obtained
in my investigation will not be
made public until the report is
released in the near future."
Mitchell has spent IV2 years
investigating the use of performance-enhancing
drugs
like HGH in baseball and is
expected to issue a report on
his findings in November or

formance-enhancing drug in
2005, but does not test for it.
Byrd claims he has been
working with major league
baseball, a fact he said "shows
I haven't tried to do anything
behind anybody's back." He
did not elaborate on how he is

Byrd admitted to injecting
HGH in the past, but says he

He will be done in the very
near future," said Rob Manfred, MLB's executive vice
president for labor relations.
Byrd would need a therapeutic use exemption (TUE) to use
any drug on baseball's banned
list. However, MLB spokesman Pat Courtney said Sunday
night in Boston that no player
has ever been granted an exemption for HGH.
Byrd said he was disappointed by the timing of the Chronicle's report.

December.

has only done so under a doctor's supervision. According to
the paper, the 36-year-old, who
won two games in the postsea-

son, bought HGH from an antiaging clinic in Florida currently
under federal investigation for
illegally selling performanceenhancing drugs.

During a news conference
outside Cleveland's clubhouse
two hours before Game 7,
Byrd said he has a pituitary

working with MLB.

Baseball officials said they
were unaware of Byrd's use of
HGH and planned to meet with
the right-hander. If the Indians had advanced, the meeting
likely would have taken place
before the start of the World
Series.
"Obviously, it's less pressing.

tumor but would not confirm

him

In any city on any given night,

Should
Kobe
Bryant
leave
the Los
Angeles
Lakers?

Focus is something that Kobe
Bryant has been unable to keep
in the smog of lights and deafening sound of rumors.
So, assuming Bryant leaves
the city that birthed his prominence, where would he best fit

the ball touching his hands is
usually met with a showering of
boos.
He has been on CNN for negative news almost as much as
he has been on ESPN for highlights.

Kobe Bryant is the ultimate

enigma.
And if he were to go to one of

the prospective teams that were
thrown into the trade rumors
such as the Dallas Mavericks or
the Phoenix Suns, his loneliness
would only be magnified.
The potential of the problems
are far more than those of staying in L.A.
The fans in Southern Califor-

nia, though going through their
fair share of Kobe trials (no pun
intended), have learned how to
deal with his perosnality. More
importantly, in the city of bright
lights, people would rather see
Bryant score 81 points than win
the Pacific division. That's not
true elsewhere.

Kobe Bryant isalso a meagstar.
Other than New York, Chicago,
and Philadelphia, there is no
other market in the NBA that
can sustain a star of his caliber.
But New York is in no better
position to win and Chicago
would have to give up their entire squad to do it.
But for anyone who pays attention to the Kobe soap opera
in L.A., winning is obviously
number one on his agenda.
Kobe, however, is a victim of
his own greatness.
Realistically, were he to get

in the NBA?

Obviously he is not welcomed
in certain cities (ala Denver,
Colorado and his rape scandal),
so certain teams are out of ques-

Tuscan Cuusha#c

traded, it would takeabout six or
seven of that team's best players
plus a couple of draft picks. Not
to mention that trade talk does
not begin unless the salary is

tion

The only three markets that
could possibly afford him are
the larger clubs in the league;
New York Knicks, Chicago
Bulls and Philadelphia 76ers.
These three teams could gain
a substantial amount of triumph
with Bryant's presence in the

"best player" worthy.
Bryant would practically be in
the same predicament as he is in

L.A. The only difference would
be that he would be an alien in
a foreign land. His chances of
winning would be the same, just
in a different space.
Hollywood and Kobe Bryant
are almost divinely meant for

city.

Chicago and New York are
not necessarily in need of significant help, but acquiring him
could consider them another superior threat this season.
Philadelphia is a city that
generates a bulky amount of
revenue with its loyal fans, and
is currently in rebuilding mode.
Bryant played high school
basketball in Philadelphia, and
obtaining the superstar in the
city would bring the franchise
one step closer to its glory days

one another.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

But why would Kobe Bryant
stay on a team that can't win,
in a division they can't win, in
a conference they can't compete
The competitor in Kobe Bryant wants this. In order for Kobe's legacy to be etched next to
Michael's, he must prove that he
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for promotions (336-273-7323)

can be the foundation. The grass
aint greener elsewhere Kobe.

in basketball.
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Aggies blow 4th quarter lead
at Howard, prepare for BCU
Br DANIEL HENDERSON
CONTRIBUTOR

After a fourth quarter collapse that kept the Aggie football team winless last Saturday, the blue and gold hope to
close out theirlast home game
of the season as their first win
in 24 games.
The winless streak, which remains the longest losing streak
in the nation, was stretched
Saturday after a hard fought
battle at Howard University
where A&T came within minutes of spoiling the Bison's
homecoming.
Now at 0-8, the Aggies will
continue in "spoiler" mode
as the season draws near end
with three scheduled remaining games
This Saturday mark's A&T's
annual homecoming game,
which has not been a pleasant
memory for the team in recent
years
Head Coach Lee Fobb's
hopes to discard the fiasco
from the past and focus solely
on Saturday's game against the

Wildcats of Bethune Cookman, a team that dismantled
the Aggies last season, 70-7.
The Wildcats lead the alltime series between the teams
17-12,and have averaged 56.3
points per game in the last
three meetings.
For some of the senior players who have been a part of
the coaching era transitions in
recent years, a win this home-

coming would exemplify a
rare bittersweet moment.
"This is my last game in Aggie Stadium, so a win is something I want to pull out," said
senior fullback Tre Green at a
press conference Monday.
Offense
Persistency for four quarters
is a focal pointA&T must ponder in order to earn its first win
in two years.
After executing in the duration of the first three quarters
this season, the fourth quarter
performances of the offense
this season are close to nonexistent.
In a game the blue and gold

of the game have plagued the
Aggie squad throughout the
season as well.

the Aggies excellent field positioning inside the Bison 10yard line.
Turnovers in crucial points

The Aggie

Quarterback Herb Miller
played a rather solid game in
the air passing for 140 yards,
but submitted the game-ending turnover in the final two
minutes with what has been
rather familiar to the Aggies
this season, an "interception
touchdown."

Although the effective running game has not been an
asset lately for the Aggie offense, it's clearly reincarnated
the passing game.
Defense
When the Aggie

defense

Name: Brenden Chatman
Hometown: Davenport, Iowa

plays the bulk of the game, it
is not a positive outcome.
The defensive performance
has proven effective when
forcing punts throughout the
first three quarters, but slow
down when the offense reveals its absence in the fourth
quarter.
Consistency is the key for

the Aggie defense this Saturday when facing the speedy

Wildcats.
After rendering 70 points on

national television last season,
the Aggie defense is viewing
the past as history.

" This upsetting performance

is the past, but still a sense of
motivation when thinking of
it," said defensive end Tyree
Glasper.
Howard earned 13 of their
last 20 points of the fourth
quarter on offense after converting in several third down
conversions

A&T's defense must limit
third and short situations, and
display stamina in clutch moments.

Bethune-Cookman
The Wildcats suffered a devastating loss last Saturday at

home against Winston-Salem
State University.
With a 2-5 record, they are

still in search of their first conference victory of the season
Quarterback Jimmy Russell is the source of the team's
mere success this season, and

has suffered various injuries,
which has limited his action

led 27-15 last Saturday with on the year.
less than eight minutes away
The defense runs a 4-2 set
from victory, the offense could and possesses excellent speed
not capitalize on any form of
points after a turnover handed

A&T Flag Football team wins
State Championship in Charlotte

in the trenches.
The Aggie defense should
expect the offense to spread
the ball the length of the field.
Game time will begin at approximately 1:30 p.m.

Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury
Center
Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical

Engineering

Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner

Same Day Appointments

Office Shuttle Transportation Available

No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
Attorney Liens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
classes, after classes
336-274-2520
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A&T'SFLAG FOOTBALL SQUAD pose as champions ofNorthCarolina's Collegiate Flag FootballState Championship,

Bv CHANEL JACKSON

CONTRIBUTOR
A&T football has won a state
championship - in flag football
that is.

There are 16 teams in the
university's intramural flag
football league. A&T's Finest is the team that won the
championship this weekend in
Charlotte, said Robert McNair,
the intramural director and the
team's coach.

A&T's Finest beat UNCC's
Pure Playaz, the No. 2 team in
the nation, 39-19.
A&T's Finest will play in
the regional championships in
Maryland on Nov. 16-18.
"Once we strategized and
figured out how to stop the offense, it was a normal flag football game and the ranks didn't
matter then," said Olajdie Pullen, strong safety/center for
A&T's Finest.

but said, "They were OK."

Other A&T teams include I
Can't Feel My Face, Catch Me,
The Goonies and No Questions

Players are hand-picked by
McNair and must get along

with other players.
"You get to play with your
own friends and practice when
you want to practice," said
sophomore Troy Holly, a Go
Gettas player.

Darius Cobb sided with him

Boston sports these days is a
lot more than a hill of beans
By MELISSATRUJILL0

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

tion are playing in their sixth
straight Major League Soccer

playoffs.
BOSTON (AP) - Forgive
— Even the usually terrible
those Boston sports fans who Boston Bruins are off to a 5-2
don't feel comfortable with all start.
this success.
"It's due after all these years.
"I hope we don't have bandThe Celtics are going to be
wagon fans that just want to great. The Bruins, I guess,
follow along and just want to have a great record right now,"
be winners," said Paul Hutchinsaid Adam Sainsbury, who was
son as he walked through Boswearing a Patriots shirt and a
ton Common on Monday. "I Red Sox hat. "I think the Red
hope the folks that want to be Sox can definitely pull it off
Red Sox fans are Red Sox fans against the Rockies."
because they like the opera of
It hasn't been this much fun to
it all."
be a sports fan in this area since
There is plenty of uplifting 1986, when the Celtics, the Red
music in Boston these days Sox and the Patriots all played
— from the Red Sox to the Pa- in championship games.
triots to the Celtics to Boston
"Twenty years later, the stars
College. Granted, the Patriots are aligning once again," said
and Red Sox are no strangers Hutchinson, a Boston Univerto good times of late, but it's sity employee from Hancock,
been more than two decades N.H. "It's all coming back and
since Boston has had this much it's all going on here."
to cheerabout:

But die-hard fans also re-

—The Red Sox are in their member what the end of 1986
second World Series in four brought. The Red Sox lost the
years. They came from 3-1 World Series to the New York
Mets and the Chicago Bears
down to defeat the Cleveland Indians for the Ameridrubbed the Patriots 46-10.
can League pennant and will
That title the Celtics won?
face the Colorado Rockies in It was the city's last until the
the World Series beginning 2001 season, when the Patriots
upset the St. Louis Rams in the
Wednesday night.
—The Patriots are 7-0 for the Super Bowl.
first timeand TomBrady is two
Ray Cryan, a 63-year-old state
touchdowns shy of surpassing employee, said younger genhis career high of 28 TDs in erations may start taking wina season — with nine games ningfor granted because it's all
left.
they know. Older fans, he says,
won't forget the pain inflicted
—The Celtics start their season next week with big expecby their beloved teams.
tations and a new "Big Three"
"They've never going to let
in Kevin Garnett, Ray Allen their hearts totally go," said
and Paul Pierce.
Cryan, wearing a Red Sox cap
— Boston College is No. 2 on an unusually sunny day.
in college football, its highest "They don't want to get hurt."
ranking since 1942.
Those fans remember the ball
—The New England Revoluthat rolled through Bill Buck-

Papa John's
1510E. Cone Blvd.
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ner's legs and the death of Len
Bias hours after he was drafted
by the Celtics. That's as much
a part of being a Boston fan as
Curt Schilling's bloody sock or

Bill Belichick's genius.
And that's one
lesson
Hutchinson plans to teach his

2'/4-month-old daughter, Charlotte, just as his father reminds
him of the 1975 World Series
tickets he was forced to give
away as he awaited the birth of
his son.
"We will drive that into her
head," he said, his tiny daugh-

asleep against his white
Boston jersey. "Every day, she
will hear about the curse, she'll
hear about if you ever need
proof of what faith is, it's the
2004 World Series and all that.
She'll get that in rich detail."
Fans hardly know what to do
with all the joy.
The crowd started chanting
"Let's go Red Sox" during the
in
Patriots' 49-28 blowout
Miami. David Ortiz did pregame inteviews before Game 7
against the Indians in aPatriots
ter

—

hat and shirt.
Red Sox manager Terry Francona was asked Monday about
playing in the hottest sports
city in the country.
"I've got to tell you, when I
interviewed here I didn't care
about the Patriots," he said.

"I wasn't asked any questions

(about them). I didn't know
(Jeff) Jagodzinski was going to
be the coach at BC. That really
didn't enter into it. I'm thrilled

for them. I'm a big Doc Rivers
fan. I love the Celtics. I watch
the games when they're on the
West Coast, but that's not going
to help us beat the Rockies."

WARNING!!!!!! DO NOT FACE THE
CRIMINAL PROCESS ALONE
"When Bad things happen
to Good Students"
Contact the Law Office
of Larry L. Archie
Office Phone: (336) 254-6283
e-mail: lar7727262@aol.com
Felonies DWI Misdemeanors
Drug Offense Traffic Offenses Assault

Class: Senior
Position: Setter
2007 Stats: 125 kills, 606 assists, 163 digs
Q: How do you prepare yourselffor each match?
A: "Nothing really in particular. I usually get a Caesar salad
and chicken sandwich from
Wendy's."
Q: You are getting ready to
break the all-time assists record,
what will it mean to you when
you break it?
"It's a big accomplishment
When I first came in I didn't
think about it so I guess it is a
real big accomplishment."
Q: Favorite pro athlete?
A: Dwayne Wade
Q: Favorite movie?
A: The Wood
Q: Favorite artist?
A: "I really don't have an artist, justanything slow."
Q: What's in your CD player
right now?
A: Musiq Souldchild
Q: If you weren't playing volleyball what other sport would
be playing?
A: "Probably basketball."

.

NDOW
FOOTBALL STANDINGS

TEAM
Delaware State
Norfolk State
South Carolina State

MEAC

OVR.

5-0
5-0
4-1
4-2
Winston-Salem
3-3
Hampton
3-3
Morgan State
Howard
2-3
Florida A&M
1-4
Bethune-Cookman 0-5
North Carolina A&T 0-6
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:

Saturday

vs. Bethune-Cookman (Homecoming)
1:30 p.m.

AP FCS (I-AA) TOP 25 POLL
TEAM
1. Northern Iowa
2. North Dakota State
3. Montana
4. Massachusetts
5. McNeese State
6. James Madison
7. Southern Illinois
8. New Hampshire
9. Delaware
10.Appalachian State
n.Wofford
12. Delaware State
13. Yale
14. Richmond
15. Hofstra
16. Elon
17. Eastern Kentucky
18. NichollsState
19. Montana State
20. Youngstown State
21. Grambling State
22. Georgia Southern
23. Norfolk State
24.Western Illinois
25. The Citadel

OVR.

PVS.

7-0
7-0
7-0
6-1
7-0
6-1
7-1
5-2
6-1
5-2
6-2
6-1
6-0
5-2
6-1
5-2
6-2
5-2
5-2
5-3
6-1
5-2
6-1
5-3
5-2

APTOP 25 POLL
TEAM
I.Ohio State
2. Boston College
3. LSU
4. Oklahoma

5. Oregon
6. West Virginia
7. Arizona State
8.Virginia Tech
9. Florida
10. Southern Cal

11. South Florida
12. Kansas
13. Missouri
14.Kentucky
15.South Carolina
16.Hawaii
17.Texas
18. California
19. Michigan
20. Georgia
21. Virginia
22. Alabama
23. Auburn
24. Penn State

OVR.

PVS,

In 1891,
the founders
n the
In 2007,
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